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IAU SYMPOSIUM No. 227, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Symposium No.: 2272. Title of meeting: Massive Star Birth: A Crossroads of Astrophysis3. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Aireale (Catania, Siily), Italia5. Dates of meeting: 16-20 May 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Edward B. Churhwell USA (o-Chair)Peter S. Conti USA (o-Chair)Philippe R.J. Eenens Belgium/MexioMarello Felli ItalyYasuo Fukui JapanGuido Garay ChileSusana Lizano MexioC. Malolm Walmsley ItalyHans Zinneker Germany7. Loal Organizing Committee:Marello Felli INAF-Aretri, Firenze, Italy (Chair)Riardo Cesaroni INAF-Aretri, Firenze, ItalyCorrado Trigilio IRA-CNR, Noto, ItalyGrazia Umana IRA-CNR, Noto, Italy8. Number of partiipants: 2409. Countries represented: 28Argentina Chile Iran Mexio Sotland TaiwanAustralia China Ireland Netherlands South Afria UKBelgium Frane Italia Poland South Korea USABrazil Germany Japan Portugal SpainCanada India Jordan Russia Switzerland10. Report submitted by: Marello FelliPlae and date: Florene, Italia, 7 June 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Symposium No. 227The main motivations for IAUS227 were to bring together radio, IR, optial, and X-ray observers as wellas theoretiians to disuss our present understanding of massive star birth, to establish what the mainoutstanding problems are, and to explore what steps are now needed in order to make further progress. Thesymposium was a resounding suess in ahieving these goals.The symposium was divided into �ve sessions in hronologial order of the star formation proess.Session I onsisted of four introdutory reviews designed to outline our urrent knowledge about massivestar formation and its impat on the evolution and physis of galaxies, the interstellar medium, and loalstar formation regions. Robert Kenniutt gave a general overview entitled `The role of Massive Stars inAstrophysis', John Bally spoke on `Nearby Regions of Massive Star Formation' emphasizing in partiularOrion,Mark Morris reviewed `Massive Star Formation in the Galati Center', andKarl Menten reviewed`Initial Conditions for Massive Star Birth'.Session II was entitled `Star Birth Sequene: The Natal Preursors'. In this session reviews were givenon `Ies as Traers of Massive Star Birth' by Elisabetta Palumbo, `Hot Moleular Cores" by Riardo3



Cesaroni, `Chemistry of Moleular Clouds' by Floris van der Tak, and `The Role of Magneti Fields' byRihard Cruther. Contributed talks were given by Joao Alves, Sheng-Yuan Liu, Arjan Bik, ClareDobbs, Guido Garay, and Igor Zinhenko. Spae does not permit disussion of all the interestinghighlights of this session; however, the roles of magneti �elds, turbulene, dust, and hemistry and theirpossible interdependenies was a main theme of this session and raised numerous questions and new avenuesof investigation.Session III was entitled `The Star Birth Sequene: The Stars'. This session emphasized the observationalevidene for and physis of massive protostars. Here reviews were given on `Hyperompat H ii Regions' byStanley Kurtz and `Ultraompat H ii Regions' by Luis Rodriguez, `Near and Mid-IR Observations ofUC H ii Regions' by Paul Crowther, `Spitzer Observations of Massive Star Forming Regions" by RemyIndebetouw, `Massive Star Disks: Observations and Theory' byQizhou Zhang, `The Disk Jet Connetion'by Ralph Pudritz, `Stellar Evolution before the ZAMS' by Franeso Palla, `Protostellar SEDs forMassive Stars' by Barbara Whitney, `Aretion Signatures in Massive Stellar Objets' by Robert Blum,`Massive Star Outows' by Debra Shepherd, `Chandra Observations of Massive Star Forming Regions' byEttore Flaomio, `X-Ray Studies of Massive Star Birth Regions' byKatsuji Koyama, and `Massive StarFormation: Aretion and Binary Mergers' by Ian Bonnell. Contributed talks were given by Rolf Chini,Frederique Motte, Mihael Burton, Andrei Sobolev, James De Buizer, Jose-Maria Torreles,Yuefang Wu,Mark Krumholz, Susana Lizano, Morten Andersen, Paolo Persi, Lua Mosadelli,and Leisa Townsley. The main themes of this session were observational signatures of disks and jets, thephysis of both disks and jets, the spetral energy distributions of protostars as a funtion of viewing angle,luminosity, and evolutionary state. The role of radio masers not only as markers of massive star formation,but also as important traers of disks and jets was emphasized. Perhaps the most illuminating new resultsin this session were the new data from Spitzer and Chandra. Leisa Townsley and Bernhard Brandlbeautifully demonstrated that the bubbles and avities seen in massive star formation regions by the Spitzermid-IR and far-IR images are �lled with several million degree gas, presumably produed by stellar windinterations.Session IV was entitled `Star Birth in a Cluster Environment', with emphasis on large sale star formationproesses that result in luster formation both now and in the early universe. Reviews were given on `TheFormation of Massive Stars at Low Metalliity' byHenny Lamers, `Massive Clusters as Seen by Spitzer" byBernhard Brandl, `Clustered Massive Star Formation in Moleular Clouds' by Jonathan Tan, `MassiveStars from Gravoturbulent Fragmentation' by Ralf Klessen, `NIR Studies of Giant H ii Region StellarClusters' by Augusto Damineli, `Probing the Birth of Super Star Clusters: Impliations for Massive StarFormation' by Kelsey Johnson, `Evidene for a Fundamental Stellar Upper Mass Limit from ClusteredStar Formation' by P. Kroupa, and `First Stars and the Cosmi Dawn' by Andrea Ferrara. Contributedtalks were given by Yasuo Fukui, Annie Zavagno, Lori Allen, Massimo Robberto, Willem-Jan deWit, Melvin Hoare, Margaret Hanson, Tom Megeath, Christopher MKee, Daniel Shaerer,and Nino Panagia. In this session, some of the highlights were the emerging work on super star lustersdisussed by Kelsey Johnson and Daniel Shaerer, the role of metalliity in star formation and the �rststars in the universe disussed by Henny Lamers, Nino Panagia, and Andrea Ferrara, and evidenefor a fundamental upper mass limit in lustered star formation disussed by Pavel Kroupa.Session V onsisted of three 20 minute summary talks by Neal Evans on Session II, Peter Conti onSession III, and Hans Zinneker on Session IV.We are aware of numerous new ollaborations that are planned as a result of interations at this symposium.We believe that this is a strong indiation of a suessful meeting.Ed Churhwell (SOC o-Chair), Marello Felli (LOC hair, SOC), Riardo Cesaroni (LOC), and MalolmWalmsley (SOC), 7 June 2005- - - - - -Proeedings published:R. Cesaroni, M. Felli, E. Churhwell & M. Walmsley (eds.), 2005,Massive Star Birth: A Crossroads of Astrophysis,Pro. IAU Symp. No. 227, Catania, Siily, Italia, 16-20 May 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-82198-X, November 2005.e-papers: http://journals.ambridge.org/jid IAU 4



IAU SYMPOSIUM No. 228, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Symposium No.: 2282. Title of meeting: From Lithium to Uranium:Elemental Traers of Early Cosmi Evolution3. Dediated to: Franois and Monique Spite4. Loation: Paris, Frane5. Dates of meeting: 23-27 May 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Tom Abel USANobuo Arimoto JapanBeatriz Barbuy BrazilRoger Cayrel Frane (Chair)Alessandro Chieffi ItalyBengt Gustafsson SwedenAmina Helmi NetherlandsVanessa Hill FranePoul E. Nissen DenmarkKeith A. Olive USAMax Pettini UKFranesa Primas GermanyChristopher Sneden USAFriedrih-Karl Thielemann SwitzerlandSimon D.M. White Germany7. Loal Organizing Committee:Vanessa Hill Paris-Meudon Observatory (Chair)Beatriz Barbuy BrasilDanielle Briot Paris-Meudon ObservatoryRoger Cayrel Paris-Meudon ObservatoryFranoise Combes Paris-Meudon ObservatoryEri Depagne ESO and Paris-Meudon ObservatoryPatrik Franois Paris-Meudon ObservatoryPasale Jablonka Paris-Meudon ObservatoryGael James Paris-Meudon ObservatoryElisabeth Vangioni-Flam IAP8. Number of partiipants: 1959. Countries represented: 24Australia China Nanjing Germany New Zealand SwitzerlandBelgium Czeh Republi Italia Russia UKBrazil Denmark Japan South Korea UkraineCanada Estonia Latvia Spain USAChile Frane Netherlands Sweden10. Report submitted by: Vanessah Hill & Roger CayrelPlae and date: Paris, Frane, 27 June 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Symposium No. 228IAUS228 \From Lithium to Uranium: Elements Traers of Early Cosmi Evolution" was held in Paris,May 23-27, 2005, at the Amphitheatre Henri Poinar�e in the Minist�ere de la Reherhe, 1 rue Desartes5



Paris 5eme. The symposium was dediated to Monique and Fran�ois Spite, and the sienti� programwas entred on a subjet to whih they ontributed largely along their areers: hemial abundanes ofosmologial signi�ane. A total 195 of partiipants from twenty four ountries around the world, amongwhih 25 bene�ted of IAU Grants, gathered to present and disuss reent results on a variety of topis linkedto elemental abundanes and the early stages of osmi evolution, in the form of 61 talks and 105 posters.The symposium was divided into eight sessions: Primordial Nuleosynthesis, First Stars, Extremely Metal-Poor Stars, Nuleosynthesis and Yields, The Globular Cluster - Field Relation, Heavy Elements, Linkingthe Halo with its Surroundings, and The High Redshift Connetion.The �rst day was mostly devoted to tentative explanations for the disrepany between the observed lithiumabundane on the Spite plateau (2.3 in the usual log sale where log(H)=12.0), and the value preditedfrom primordial nuleosynthesis and the baryon/photon ratio dedued from WMAP observations, i.e., 2.6.Another problem debated at the onferene is the observation of 6Li, indiating also a plateau-like behaviourat low metalliity, unexpeted from standard primordial nuleosynthesis.In Session II, the urrent theoretial views for the harateristis of the �rst stellar generation were pre-sented, with partiular emphasis on their role in the re-ionisation of the Universe, the impat of rotationon the evolution (and yields) of these primitive objets. Suh objets ould explain the very high C, N, Oontent (1/10 to 1/30th of solar) of the two most metal-poor stars deteted to date (1/200000 of the solariron).In Session III, the urrent state of the art of metal-poor stars searhes was reported, leading to � 300stars with [Fe/H℄ below �3. In the near future, a stellar extension of SDSS will substantially inreasethis number. High preision abundane ratios in very metal-poor stars were presented, results of largeobservational e�orts on the three large telesope with high-resolution spetrograph failities, VLT (MoniqueSpite), Kek (Judith Cohen) and Subaru (Wako Aoki). One of the most surprising result from theseobservations is the very low dispersion in most abundane ratios, even at the lowest metalliities when thegalati medium would not have been expeted to be well mixed. The disovery of the new most iron-poorstar known to date was also reported in this session (Anna Frebel).The speakers of Session IV showed the expeted hemial yields of the various types of �rst stars; super-massive stars exploding as pair-instability supernovae (PISN), Type II supernovae with no metals explodingwith low or high energies. Current models do not manage to reprodue perfetly all abundane ratiosobserved in metal-poor stars. But learly primordial SNe of masses in the range 25-100M� perform muhbetter than PISN in reproduing the observed ratios.Session V was devoted to the old problem of light element abundane anomalies deteted among globularluster stars, whereas �eld stars of similar metalliities do not show any anomaly. A key step was ahievedwith the ESO large programme led byRa�aele Gratton whih showed that the abundane anomalies wherenot only deteted in evolved giants, but also in unevolved turno� and subgiant stars. If other anomalies existin giants, resulting from stellar evolution and assoiated `dredge-up', those are well understood and exist alsoin the �eld stars. But the famous O-Na antiorrelation is learly spei� to globular lusters and is alreadythere at the birth of the star. There is little doubt that these anomalies are linked to the nuleosynthesisafter that of C,N,O, involving the next synthesised elements O, F, Ne, Na, Mg, Al. The O-Na and Mg-Alanomalies had been known already for a many years, but new results have been presented for the �rst time inthis session for uorine. Another new result is a lithium satter in globular lusters, anti-orrelated with Na.Although AGB ejeta are the most obvious possible andidates for the GCs anomalies, it is annoying thatone omponent of these ejeta, the neutron-apture s-elements seem to ignore ompletely the abundanevariations of the anomalies. Still many open questions.Session VI was devoted to heavy neutron apture elements nuleosynthesis. The HERES survey searhedsuessfully for neutron-apture enhanements among metal-poor stars. Eight stars were found to date withstrong r-proess enhanements (enhaned by more than a fator 10 with respet to iron). The reord-holderare still CS 22892�052 and CS 31082�001 with overabundanes of a fator 50, and even 100 for the atinidesin the latter, whih enables the �rst uranium detetion in a metal-poor star. The uranium detetion in aseond metal-poor star was presented at the onferene (Norbert Christlieb). The s-proess prodution invery metal-poor AGB stars is still badly known and new observations of s-proess enhaned metal-poor starsis a preious tool to onstrain this proess, in partiular new observations of lead (Pb), and even, presentedfor the �rst time at the onferene bismuth (Inese Ivans).6



Aording to hierarhial galaxy formation senarios, the Milky-Way halo is built up from smaller galaxies,the survivors of whih would be the dwarf galaxies of the loal group. Abundane analysis of large samplesof individual stars in the most nearby galaxies are now beoming available thanks in partiular to the multi-objet spetrograph flames at the VLT. Session VII gathered talks showing that the hemial evolutionwithin dwarf spheroidal galaxies as well as larger systems suh as the Magellani Clouds are distint fromany of the Milky Way's populations, leading to the onlusion that, if the galati halo was indeed assembledfrom suh galaxies, it must have happened very early on, before any hemial evolution took plae withinthe sub-systems.Session VIII linked the hemial omposition of the oldest galati stars with that of the extragalatimatter observed at high redshift. In star forming galaxies at redshift 3, about 11 Gyr ago, the abundanes,with respet to the primordial element hydrogen, are already about half the abundanes in the Sun whih isonly 4.6 Gyr old. Older matter an be observed along the line of sight onneting us to quasars at redshiftsof 5 or 6 (look bak time of 12.5 or 12.75 Gyr). Absorption lines believed to ross the interstellar matter offorming galaxies, reveal larger de�ienies, sattered between a half to 1/10th of the solar value. But whatis newer is the observation of matter in the intergalati medium (IGM) itself, by the `pixel optial depthstatistis' method. Lines as Lyman-�, and lines like the C iv 1549 line, are seen in absorption along the lineof sight of some high redshift quasars, due to overdensity utuations of the IGM by a moderate fator ofthree, or so. There, extremely low abundanes are seen, reahing the 10�4 of the solar level, as in the mostde�ient galati stars. However, higher abundanes are seen when the line of sight passes not far from adamped Lyman � system, observation demonstrating the existene of galati winds.We would like to end this report on the IAUS228 by a short itation from an email that Bengt Gustafssonwho was in harge of summarising the onferene on the last afternoon of the meeting, sent to us:\I would like to thank you with great enthusiasm for the very suessful IAUS228 symposium. It was veryuseful, with very good and interesting ontributions, fruitful and intensive disussions and exellent andsmooth arrangements. I note after having talked to many young partiipants, from my department and fromelsewhere, that it has all possibilities to be regarded to be one of those meetings that beame very signi�antin the sienti� development of individuals, and of our �eld as a whole."- - - - - -Proeedings published:V. Hill, P. Fran�ois & F. Primas (eds.), 2005,From Lithium to Uranium: Elemental Traers of Early Cosmi Evolution,Pro. IAU Symp. No. 228, Paris, Frane, 23-27 May 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85199-8, Deember 2005.e-papers: http://journals.ambridge.org/jid IAU
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IAU SYMPOSIUM No. 229, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Symposium No.: 2292. Title of meeting: Asteroids, Comets, Meteors - ACM 20053. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Buzios, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil5. Dates of meeting: 7-12 August 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Rihard P. Binzel MIT, USAAngioletta Coradini Instituto di Astrofisia Spaziale, ItalyJulio A. Fernandez Universidad de la Republia, Uruguay (o-Chair)Sylvio Ferraz-Mello Universidade de Sao Paulo, Brazil (o-Chair)Gerhard Hahn DLR, GermanyDimitrij Lupishko Kharkiv National University, UkraineAlessandro Morbidelli Observatoire de la Cote d'Azur, FraneJana Tiha Klet Observatory, Czeh RepubliJun-ihi Watanabe National Astronomial Observatory, JapanIwan P. Williams Queen Mary University of London, UK7. Loal Organizing Committee:Cristian Beauge Universidad Naional de Cordoba, ArgentinaMaros Florzak CEFET Parana, BrazilRiardo Gil-Hutton Universidad Naional de San Juan, ArgentinaDaniela Lazzaro Observatorio Naional, Brazil (Chair)Tatiana Mihthenko Universidade de Sao Paulo, BrazilFernando Roig Observatorio Naional, BrazilRosa Sorzelli Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisias, BrazilGonzalo Tanredi Faultad de Cienias, Montevideo, UruguayWilliams Vilas-Boas Instituto Naional de Pesquisas Espaiais, BrazilTadashi Yokoyama Universidade Estadual Paulista, Brazil8. Number of partiipants: 2639. Countries represented: 31Argentina China India Norway SpainAzerbaijan Czeh Republi Israel Poland SwedenBelgium Finland Italy Portugal UKBrazil Frane Japan Russia UkraineBulgary Germany Mexio Serbia & Montenegro UruguayCanada Hungary Netherlands Slovak Republi USAChile10. Report submitted by: Julio A. Fernandez (SOC) & Daniela Lazzaro (LOC)Plae and date: Montevideo, Uruguay, 8 September 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of the IAU Symposium No. 229This was the ninth meeting of the ACM series that started in 1983. The meeting had a good attendane,only slightly below that of previous ACM meetings, whih in itself an be onsidered a very good resultbearing in mind that Brazil is regarded as a distant destination, away from the main routes in Europe andUSA. There was an important representation of sientists from South Amerian ountries (more than 50),whih on�rms the apropriateness of having hosen Brazil as the host ountry of this important meeting, in8



line with the IAU endeavor to foster astronomy all around the world. The meeting was held in a hotel thatenjoyed exellent failities, and B�uzios provided a beautiful and quiet environment to make the stay veryharm and enjoyable.The meeting onsisted of 15 sessions, eah one of them had invited talks and oral ontributions. Onlyplenary sessions were programmed following a reommendation by the SOC and Advisory Board based onthe inompatibility of parallel sessions with the interdisiplinary spirit of the Symposium. In addition to theoral sessions, there were two poster sessions and two round tables. There were in total 28 invited talks, 63oral ontributions, and 279 poster ontributions. Note that the elevated number of poster ontributions werea diret onsequene of the deision to have only plenary oral sessions. On the other hand, all the posterswere exposed during all the week and the poster room open daily from 8:30 to 23:00 hour. This favorablyontributed to turn the poster room as the enter of the disussions during the meeting.Among the topis that arose most expetations, we an highlight the presentation of the �rst reports onthe suessful Deep Impat mission to omet Tempel 1. There were several presentations as invited talks,oral and poster ontributions, on the impat itself, lose-up imaging of the nuleus of Tempel 1, visual andinfrared data, as well as ground-based observations as part of an international ampaign to observe the ometbefore, during and after the impat.There were also reports on new spae missions to minor bodies, in partiular the European Dawn to theasteroids Ceres and Vesta, the European Rosetta to omet Churyumov-Gerasimenko, and the Japanesemission Hayabusa to asteroid Itokawa.Several sessions were devoted to the study of the di�erent populations of minor bodies, stressing the rela-tionship among them. This was partiularly the ase of omets that might go through stages of dormany orvolatile depletion, thus looking as inative objets, disguised as asteroids. Several presentations dealt withspetrosopy and photometry in the visible and near-infrared of asteroids, Centaurs, and trans-Neptunianobjets to study the mineralogy of their surfaes, in partiular the presene of water ie through the 2-mironabsorption feature.The di�erent populations of minor bodies were put into a osmogoni perspetive through several presenta-tions dealing with aretion proesses in the early solar system. In partiular, the origin of the oean waterwas reviewed, hallenging the view that omets may have been the major suppliers.As mentioned before, two round tables were held on Tuesday and Thursday evening. The �rst one wasdevoted to the disussion of the size distribution of the di�erent populations of minor bodies, a topi thathas raised some ontroversy, espeially in relation to omets. The seond round table was devoted to theanalysis of how to handle the huge amount of data on minor bodies expeted from the new surveys plannedfor the near future. Both round tables enjoyed a good attendane.Beyond the strit sienti� aspets, as has beome traditional in the ACM meetings several olleagueswere distinguished by naming asteroids after them. The anounement was done during the banquet and itonstituted a very pleasant and friendly soial event. The name of B�uzios itself was given to an asteroid anda plaque ommemorating this deision was given to the B�uzios major.- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:D. Lazzaro, S. Ferraz-Mello & J.A. Fern�andez (eds.), 2006,Asteroids, Comets, Meteors - ACM 2005,Pro. IAU Symp. No. 229, Bzios, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, 7-12 August 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85200-5, in press (due February 2006).
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IAU SYMPOSIUM No. 230, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Symposium No.: 2302. Title of meeting: Populations of High-Energy Soures in Galaxies3. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Dublin, Ireland5. Dates of meeting: 15-19 August 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Loredana Bassani ItalyYou-Hua Chu USAChris Done UKGuiseppina Fabbiano USA (o-Chair)Guenther Hasinger GermanyGloria Koenigsberger MexioKatsuji Koyama JapanVladimir M. Lipunov RussiaBrian P. M Breen IrelandJ. Miguel Mas-Hesse SpainEvert J.A. Meurs Ireland (Chair)Thierry Montmerle FraneGustavo E. Romero ArgentinaZhenru Wang China7. Loal Organizing Committee:Brian P. M Breen (Chair) University College DublinCatherine Handley University College DublinCoilin O'Maoileidigh Dunsink ObservatoryEvert J.A. Meurs Dunsink ObservatoryLaura Nori Dunsink ObservatoryCarol Woods Dunsink Observatory8. Number of partiipants: 1269. Countries represented: 19Belgium Frane Italy Russia UKChile Germany Japan Slovenia UkraineChina India Netherlands Spain USACzeh Republi Ireland Portugal Switzerland10. Report submitted by: Evert J.A. MeursPlae and date: Dublin, Ireland, 19 September 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Symposium No. 230IAUS230 on Populations of high energy soures in galaxies was held in Dublin, Ireland. The venue,the Conferene Centre of Dublin Castle, provided an attrative entral ity loation for the symposium. OnMonday morning 15 August the symposium was oÆially opened by the Minister for Eduation and Siene,Mrs M. Hana�n, TD. It is noted that attendane at this symposium had evidently been a�eted by thegeneral European X-ray astronomy meeting that has been sheduled for one month later.The symposium featured a well-foussed sienti� programme, whih was organized in seven sessions. Al-together the programme inluded 25 invited talks, 42 ontributed talks and a dediated poster session with10



60 entries. One afternoon (on Wednesday) was kept free for partiipants to sample some Dublin ulture orsimply to explore the Irish environment.The two main approahes underlying the sienti� programme are that with present-day X-ray satellites(Chandra, XMM-Newton) it has beome possible to ondut detailed studies of individual X-ray souresin other galaxies and that instrumentation developments at still higher energies now allow to examineomprehensively populations of soures in our own Galaxy at -rays (INTEGRAL) and also at TeV (notablythe HESS array). These developments onstitute emerging, very topial areas, that were notieable as suhthroughout the presentations.Session 1 started on \Key soure ategories in our Galaxy", with overviews of referene X-ray soures aswell as the new developments at -rays and at TeV energies. Two reent results provided, interesting enough,important links with the generally very distant Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs): the detetion of short GRBafterglows in the work with the high-energy Swift satellite, and the likely additional jet expulsion omponentsignature in an otherwise fairly spherial SNR.Session 2 omplemented the �rst session by foussing on \High energy proesses in the ISM", inludingreent INTEGRAL results on several nuleosynthesis -ray lines. The overage in this session was sub-sequently extended to the di�use X-ray emission seen in other galaxies, due to starbursts and/or mergerevents.Detailed studies of soures in relatively nearby galaxies were disussed in Session 3, entitled \Detailedpopulation studies in the nearer galaxies". The targets here range from spirals and dwarfs in the LoalGroup to spirals and elliptials somewhat further out. The progress in instrumentation of X-ray satelliteshas notably led to the reognition of extensive LMXB populations in elliptial galaxies.In Session 4, \Soure lasses that emerge from sampling over galaxies", several ategories of high energysoures were onsidered that an be studied as a lass only by examining many galaxies: nulei of galaxies,GRBs, young supernovae and Ultra-Luminous X-ray soures (ULXs). The ULXs still give rise to severalinterpretations, although in many presentations gravitate towards BHs of around 10 M�, and attrated thegreatest number of talks and posters in the symposium. A speial treat proved to be two talks on exploitinghistorial reords on supernovae, showing that in this ase sampling over time allows to derive importantinformation on the lass of young supernovae.Session 5 on \Overall population harateristis" onentrated on global desriptions of soure populations.This both for the new -ray inventories in our own Galaxy and for the X-ray inventories of other galaxies.The latter often in the form of X-ray Luminosity Funtions, whih an be linked to the reent and paststarformation ativity in these stellar systems.The interpretation of observational population studies was developed in Session 6: \High energy populationsynthesis". This, of ourse, involves interesting links with stellar evolution and binary evolution in partiular.The impliations of starformation ativity having been di�erent in the past prepared naturally for the nextand last session of the symposium.To round o� the theme, Session 7 provided \The high-redshift ontext". In deep X-ray surveys, the in-tegrated X-ray emission of galaxies is neessarily studied, the distribution of whih for non-ative galaxiespeaks for z <� 1. If not due to the stellar population, X-rays are also emitted by nulear ores and towards theend of the programme the Supermassive BHs featured prominently. Notable aspets of the SMBHs inludedgravitational broadening of Fe X-ray line emission and inferenes on the BH growth histories.The Conferene Dinner took plae on the Wednesday evening in the plush State Appartments of DunsinkCastle, whih was possible thanks to the Minister for Eduation and Siene kindly hosting the event. Thedinner guests were also treated on a demonstration of ontemporary Irish daning.On the Tuesday evening a leture for the general publi was presented by original astrophysiist Geo�reyBurbidge. This attrated a full auditorium of around 300 attendees. Notwithstanding a date in the middleof the summer holidays, the tikets for the event were given out within one day. This publi leture wasorganized in ollaboration with the Aademy and with an Irish newspaper.11



- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:E.J.A. Meurs & G. Fabbiano (eds.), 2006Populations of High-Energy Soures in Galaxies,Pro. IAU Symp. No. 230, Dublin, Ireland, 15-19 August 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85201-3, in press (due February 2006).
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11. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Symposium No. 231The latest in a series of IAU-sponsored symposia on astrohemistry, IAU Symposium No. 231, AstrohemistryThroughout the Universe: Reent Suesses and Current Challenges, was held from 29 August to 2 September2005 at the lovely and tranquil setting provided by the Asilomar Conferene Grounds, loated in Pai�Grove, California within a short distane of the Pai� Oean. Over three hundred partiipants from 26ountries managed to disuss and learn many new and exiting aspets of their sienti� �elds withoutignoring the attrations of the nearby beah. An evening alfreso banquet with a barbeque and bon�re andan exursion to the Monterey Bay Aquarium provided times to relax. The Loal Organizing Committee,haired by Tom Phillips, who was aided by Darek Lis, Mary-Ellen Barba, Geo�rey Blake, AndrewMarkwik-Kemper, Susanna Widius Weaver, and others, provided an eÆient and smooth operationthat left all partiipants pleased. By the end of the week it had beome lear that, true to the title of theSymposium, both reent suesses and urrent hallenges exist in abundane.The Symposium was organized by the IAU Working Group on Astrohemistry, under the sponsorship ofIAU Commission 34 (IAU Division VI), with o-sponsorship provided by Commissions 14, 15, 16, 28, and40. The Symposium was �naned in large part through the support of the International AstronomialUnion, the California Institute of Tehnology, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the National Radio AstronomyObservatory, the Spitzer Siene Center, and the Infrared Proessing and Analysis Center. This supportensured that the registration osts ould be kept very low, only US$120, for a meeting this size. The meetingfollowed a path provided by earlier onferenes, inluding India in 1985 (IAU Symposium No. 120), Brazilin 1991 (IAU Symposium No. 150), the Netherlands in 1996 (IAU Symposium No. 178), and South Koreain 1999 (IAU Symposium No. 197). Eah meeting has been larger than its predeessor, testifying to thegrowth of astrohemistry. This partiular meeting was both similar to and di�erent from its predeessors.The major similarity was the diversity of sienti� disiplines, with astronomy, hemistry, physis, and evengeology represented, while the major di�erene was the aent on youthful speakers, who provided a muhneeded sense of vigor.The sienti� program of the Symposium onsisted of 58 oral presentations and 217 posters. The talks weredivided into reviews, normal invited talks, and speial hot-topi presentations hosen mainly by the SOCfrom poster submissions. The posters were presented in three separate, very lively sessions of at least twohours eah, and indiated the strong diversity and many reent suesses of the �eld.The oral program started with an introdution to the topi of moleules in spae by the Nobel LaureateCharles H. Townes, whose team was the �rst to detet a polyatomi moleule (ammonia) in spae. The�rst session was devoted to the topi of star formation, a �eld of intense urrent interest in whih the roleplayed by moleules as probes is pivotal. The �eld of single star formation of low-mass stars was emphasizedwith two newly disovered evolutionary stages { the pre-stellar ore and the hot orino { explained. Pre-stellarores undergo a nearly isothermal ollapse and form a dense and old ondensation at their enters. Mostspeies heavier than hydrogen and helium are depleted from the gas in this entral ondensation, and thisdepletion produes a very strong deuterium isotopi frationation leading to the formation of relatively highabundanes of multiply deuterated speies. Following the pre-stellar stage, the ollapse beomes adiabatiand the entral ondensation heats up and ollapses to form a star. In addition to winds and shoks, theprotostellar stage in low-mass star formation is now known to ontain hot orinos, whih are the equivalentof the hot ores surrounding young stellar objets of high mass, although the orinos are smaller, are notas warm, and may not ontain as many hydrogen-rih organi moleules. These speies arise in part froma warm gas-phase hemistry that starts with evaporated mantles of interstellar dust partiles produed byinreasing temperatures. This warm-up period is not as simple as previously assumed, sine desorptionof dirty ies is a rather omplex a�air. Although muh of the disussion was on low-mass star formation,the high-mass ase was also onsidered by speakers. Detailed models inluding hemistry and a variety ofphysial proesses suh as radiative transfer and hydrodynami ollapse were disussed.One low-mass and possibly high-mass stars are formed, they are often surrounded by irumstellar disks,whih are of unique importane beause they an be preursors to systems of planets. Both observationsand hemial models of these objets were highlighted. Needless to say, astrohemistry is onerned withmore than stellar and planetary formation. Indeed, some of the most interesting hemistry ours in theenvelopes of late-type stars and in evolved objets suh as the Red Retangle, espeially under arbon-rihonditions. These topis were also presented.Star formation annot be omprehended without an understanding of energeti interfaes, and this topi was14



explored in the ontext of shoks, photon-dominated regions (PDR's), and X-ray-dominated regions (XDR's).The Horsehead Nebula, a partiularly well-studied PDR, ontains large abundanes of hydroarbons fairlylose to its edge, and an explanation of these abundanes still represents a hallenge to modellers. Thedisovery of a new interstellar moleule { CF+ { at a perfetly explainable abundane showed that simplehemial reations an explain the abundane of this speies.Progress in astrohemistry relies to a great extent on our knowledge of basi hemial and physial proesses,so the symposium ontinued a tradition of sessions on basi proesses onsisting of presentations on bothexperimental and theoretial methods. The �rst of the two general sessions started with a review on whatis known and what is needed to be known and ontinued with talks on moleular spetrosopy, inelastiollisions, low temperature reative ollisions, deuterium frationation, and dissoiative reombination. Itwas brought out that laboratory evidene indiates strongly that methanol annot be synthesized in the gasphase and must be produed on grain surfaes and then ejeted into the gas in even the oldest regions. Butif methanol is so ejeted, what about other mantle speies? And if all mantle speies are desorbed at smallbut notieable amounts into the gas, an the use of purely gas-phase models, hitherto rather suessful, beontinued? Clearly, the hallenge of inluding surfae hemistry and gas-surfae interations is a major one.The seond session onsisted of experimental talks on surfae hemistry and desorption, followed by a talkby an ab initio quantum hemist - on the topi of photohemistry on ie surfaes. The session was onludedwith talks on PAH identi�ation and spetrosopy and on siliate phases in dust grains. A third session{ on the details of moleular hydrogen formation on grain surfaes { showed that powerful experimentalmethods are now being brought to bare on a proess that is probably the most basi and important hemialreation in the universe. Unfortunately, the data and its interpretation by various investigators are not yetin harmonious agreement.Presenting a major hallenge, di�use interstellar louds seem to beome more omplex eah year, and theiromplexity was fully exposed if not fully understood. Not only are these regions the sites of the stillunexplained di�use interstellar bands and the still mysterious ion CH+, they are now known to ontainpolyatomi moleules at hard-to-imagine abundanes, inluding amounts of the simplest polyatomi speies- H+3 - explainable only in terms of a high ionization rate possibly aused by low-energy osmi rays. The onlymodel presented of a lassial di�use loud ontains three phases: a ool low-density region with high-densitynuggets and a shok.Part of the appeal of astrohemistry lies in the probing of the extent of moleular omplexity in assortedsoures, and the subjet of omplex moleules warranted a session of talks on the diÆulties of theirunambiguous detetion despite some past and reent suesses using the GBT, and on their possible formationin the gas, via thermal reations on grain surfaes, and via high-energy surfae proesses initiated by ionibombardment.To balane the aent on youth throughout the oral program, a panel disussion on hallenges to the �eldinvolving some illustrious but mature astrohemists was organized and proved to be quite entertaining.Two issues seemed to dominate the disussion: the ontinuing hallenge posed by our lak of knowledge ofsurfae proesses and the issue of omplexity in hemial models. This latter issue appeared to exite themost ontroversy, with the mature sientists split between oming to grips with if not exatly welomingomplexity in hemial models and preferring bak-of-the-envelope estimations.A speial session on results obtained with spae-based and airborne telesopes was held. We learned abouta possible disovery of interstellar moleular oxygen with the Odin satellite, and heard a summary of themany exiting disoveries of SWAS. New astrohemial results from the Spitzer 2d projet, and a teasingpresentation of the future glories of SOFIA ended the session.Although muh of astrohemistry deals with interstellar louds in our own Galaxy, the �eld is rapidlyexpanding its region of interest to inlude nearby galaxies, objets at high redshift, and even the formationof early strutures. Talks on eah of these subjets were given showing that suesses, although less detailedthan in the Milky Way, exist.The links among astrohemistry, the solar system, and extra-solar planets were explored in a pivotal session.The hemistry of extra-solar planets is a �eld still in its infany, but with immense potential to overomeurrent hallenges. Objets muh loser to home still retain some mysteries: as we learned, omets arehemial fatories not fully understood even if pristine by solar system standards, meteorites show omplex15



organi hemistry but muh proessing, and interstellar dust partiles are amazingly omplex given theirsmall sizes.The oral program was onluded with a �ne summary by Alex Dalgarno, whose soft-spoken but inisiveommentary never fails to hold the listener's attention. All of the attendees look forward to the next sympo-sium in this �ne series, urrently planned in approximately �ve-years' time at a venue in southern Europe.By then or shortly thereafter, a new generation of telesopes, inluding the Hershel Spae Observatory andALMA, will begin to bring new and unimagined advanes providing both exitement and diÆulty to thoseof us who must understand them.Eri Herbst and Ewine van Dishoek- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:D.C. Lis, G.A. Blake & E. Herbst (eds.), 2006,Astrohemistry throughout the Universe: Reent Suesses and Current Challenges,Pro. IAU Symp. No. 231, Monterey, CA, USA, 29 August - 2 September 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85202-1, in press (due Marh 2006).
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IAU SYMPOSIUM No. 232, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Symposium No.: 2322. Title of meeting: Sientifi Requirements for Extremely Large Telesopes (ELTs)3. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Cape Town, South Afria5. Dates of meeting: 14-18 November 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Arne L. Ardeberg Lund Observatory, SwedenYouri Yu. Balega SAO, Russian FederationBeatriz Barbuy IAG, BrazilDavid A.H. Bukley SAAO, South AfriaMathew Colless AAO, AustraliaXiang-Qun Cui Nanjing Inst Astronomial Optis & Tehno, China PRMihel Dennefeld IAP, Frane (Chair)Isobel M. Hook Oxford Astrophysis, UKMasanori Iye NAOJ, JapanRolf-Peter Kudritzki Inst for Astronomy, Hawaii, USABruno Leibundgut ESO, GermanyJeremy R. Mould NOAO, USAAndreas Quirrenbah Leiden Observatory, NetherlandsVirginia L. Trimble Dept Physis-Astronomy, UC Irvine, USA (Co-Chair)Patriia A. Whitelok SAAO, South Afria7. Loal Organizing Committee:John W. Menzies SAAO (Chair)Phil A. Charles SAAOIan S. Glass SAAOIsobel Bassett SAAOGlenda Snowball SAAO8. Number of partiipants: 1359. Countries represented: 20Armenia China Italia Poland South AfriaAustralia Frane Japan Spain UKBelgium Germany Ireland Sweden USACanada India Netherlands Russia Nigeria10. Report submitted by: M. DennefeldPlae and date: Paris, Deember 22, 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Symposium No. 232This symposium, proposed by IAU Commission 9 (and supported by the relevant Division IX), was organisedat a moment where the various ELT projets ome to the end of their phase A studies, so that a onfronta-tion of the sienti� requirements with the tehnial possibilities seemed appropriate before entering a moreadvaned phase. At the same time, it gave an opportunity to spread the information to the astronomialommunity at large, opening doors to further ollaborations with the various projets.At the oasion of the International Year of Physis (2005), the International Union of Pure and AppliedPhysis (IUPAP) planned its General Assembly in South Afria, the ountry whih also inaugurated shortlyafterwards its new giant telesope, the Southern Afrian Large Telesope, SALT. Holding our IAU Sym-posium in South Afria, jointly with those events, was therefore an exellent opportunity to gather a wide17



ommunity in a ountry whih has demonstrated its dynamism in astronomial researh and its onstantwill to partiipate in large international projets.Reent examples are given by South Afria's preparation to bid to host the SKA, its development of theKaroo Array Telesope and its Astronomy Geographial Advantage Programme, as stressed in the openingaddress given by the honourable Minister of Siene and Tehnology, Mr Mosibudi Mangena, whih willbe reprodued in the Proeedings.This symposium was, therefore, sponsored jointly by IAU and IUPAP, a new and most welome initiative. Asthe topis of interest for ELT's over almost all of Astrophysis, it would have been diÆult to aommodateit all linearly in a program not to exeed one week. It was, therefore, deided by the SOC to start by \settingthe sene" with review papers only, and then have the detailed disussion and analysis within four parallelsession whih dealt, respetively, with:A) Galaxy Formation/Evolution and CosmologyB) Stellar PopulationsC) Intergalati Medium and Large Sale StrutureD) Exoplanets and Star FormationThe last day was devoted to the presentation of the onlusions of the various groups, whih, togetherwith the presentation of the main harateristis foreseen by the major projets, gave rise to a lively �naldisussion.After a presentation by D. Bukley on the SALT telesope, the latest Large Telesope (LT) to enter intoservie, by our South Afrian hosts, M. Longair reviewed the ahievements of urrent LT's and showedwhy obviously larger telesopes were neessary. An overview of existing ELT projets by R. Carlbergdemonstrated the diversity of onepts, with well advaned preliminary studies, and possibly their om-plementarity. Exploration and detailed studies of the possible best sites over the world are progressingollaboratively (M. Sarazin). K. Hodapp, in a dynami review of present (and future) performanes ofdetetors, onvined us that they will ertainly meet the requirements of the most demanding instruments.On the other hand, the performanes requested from adaptive optis, presented in a two-voied show byB. Ellerbroek and N. Hubin, and the omplexity of planned instrumentation (G. Monnet), representlarger hallenges to fully exploit the possibilities of ELT's, but have registered major progresses in reentyears.Other large projets are in the planning (SKA, presented by S. Rawlings), are deided but will y in sometime only (JWST, disussed by J. Gardner), or will enter operations soon (Hershel and ALMA, bothpresented by T. Wiklind). Their impat on siene to do with the ELT's an only partly be foreseen,but ertainly alls for a fast trak in ereting ELT's, to make best use of their omplementarity. In somespei� ases like the searh for earth-like exoplanets, still other tehniques (like interferometry on groundor in spae) might be more eÆient than diret imaging by an ELT (A. Quirrenbah), but the latter willbe indispensable for a detailed study of their physial parameters.Eah of the four groups studied a few sienti� key-issues whih de�ned spei� requirements for the designof the ELT's.In the �rst splinter group (Group A, haired by I. Hook, on galaxy formation and evolution), extending forinstane the relation between blakhole masses and the bulge mass of their host galaxy to higher redshifts,would shed light on the formation of blakholes, but require a high spatial resolution and sensitivity tolow surfae brightness, and spatial overage to probe the dynamial struture. Probing the dark matter inelliptials, via the dynamis of test partiles like Planetary Nebulae or Globular Clusters, requires a wide�eld of view and moderate spetral resolution (R' 5000). Similar requirements ome from the need to studythe physis of galaxies in the redshift range from 1 to 5, but with the additional need of multiple IntegralField Units (IFU's) to spatially resolve the objets on the kp sale. Studying the \First Galaxies" (at z > 6)requires both high-sensitivity (28th mag objets in B, or 24th in K) and high spatial resolution to allowsampling of objets whih presumably have only a few tens of milli-ar-se in radius, thus alling for Multi-Objet-Adaptive-Optis (MOAO). However �nding suh galaxies will require spei� programs either withJWST or with dediated LT's, or perhaps ELT's themselves if wide �eld ameras are available/possible.An interesting possibility to diretly measure the osmi expansion (by measuring the shift with time ofabsorption lines in QSO's) requires extreme auray (a few m/s/yr) and stability in veloity measurementswith high signal to noise, therefore also a high spetral resolution. The latter is also required to onstrainpossible variation in fundamental onstants like the �ne struture one, present measurements with LT's being18



inonlusive at the moment.In the \Stellar Populations" group (Group B, haired by J. Mould), the interest in ELT's omes from thefat that ELT's bring galaxies within 5Mp \as lose as the Magellani Clouds", allowing to resolve galaxiesinto stars and learning their history from \fossil reords" of old stars and inreased look-bak time. Topiswhih were more diretly disussed onerned:Colour Magnitude Diagrams and star formation history; Galati Arhaeology and hemial evolution; Star-bursts and super star lusters; and Neutron stars and pulsars.Speakers in the stellar populations session o�ered six messages to the ELT projets:1) Plan for periods when adaptive optis is not operable.2) Provide full wavelength overage from the UV through the thermal IR.3) Support high resolution spetrosopy.4) Inlude polarization performane in the siene requirements for the projet.5) Stellar populations / galaxy evolution siene is strongly dependent on aperture.6) Study the trade-o� with interferometers.The group C, addressing the intergalati medium, under hair of R. Srianand, divided the siene in threebroad topis and redshifts ranges.At high redshift (z > 7), addressing re-ionisation, metals lines and Lyman-alpha emitters requires observa-tions at intermediate resolution of R=2000 in the NIR with Signal to Noise (S/N) up to 100. An OH-linesuppressor with multiple IFUs with �eld-of-view of several armins square is ideal. Targets are moderatelyfaint QSOs and Lyman-break galaxies of AB magnitudes about 27, but require an ELT larger than 30m.NIR observations at higher resolution (R=10000) and S/N up to 100 would be possible with brighter,transient objets like average-luminosity Gamma-Ray Bursts and Pop. III Supernovae.At intermediate redshifts, to study the distribution of metals in the IGM and their evolution with osmitime, observation of brighter QSO's in single target mode are required, but with high spetral resolution(R=40000) and high S/N (10 000). To over a large range of transitions and onstrain the ionisation or-retions, the spetrograph should be blue sensitive and over a large range in wavelength (303 - 930nm).Finally, at low redshift (z < 5), the main gain of an ELT in studying the galaxies - IGM onnexion is thepossibility of observing fainter targets and thus sampling the metal distribution, and its orrelation withgalaxies, with a �ner grid of lines along whih the IGM an be probed. The QSOs and bright LBGs (bak-ground soures for the ISM lines observations) an be observed with optial, high-resolution (R=50000)spetrosopy (and S/N =100) to probe the distribution of metals. But a detailed orrelation of these metalswith galaxies requires the redshift determination of the fainter LBGs (down to 0.01L�) using optial/NIRMOS with R=2000 - 5 000, with multiple IFUs and a total FoV of several armin-square, entered on thebright LBGs and QSOs.In group D (haired by M. MCaughrean), Exoplanets and Star Formation were disussed, with a largeronentration on the former, revealing the intense interest in this rapidly growing �eld. The power of anELT at thermal-IR wavelengths to penetrate the extreme extintion assoiated with massive star formationand to resolve very young high mass stars was however stressed by Zinneker. Lenzen presented varioussiene ases driven by thermal-IR imaging with an ELT, inluding solar system, star formation, exoplanets,and even extragalati siene. Some novel instrumental onepts were presented, inluding a high-preisionpolarimeter measuring frational polarisation down to one in a million (J. Hough) usable for the detetion ofexoplanets, or a high-resolution IR spetrometer (R=106) to detet terrestrial planets via their OH airglowseparated in veloity spae from our own terrestrial airglow. It was stressed (K. Stapelfeldt) that, basedon onsiderable extrapolation of urrent AO tehnologies, star-planet ontrast ratios of greater than 108were unlikely to be ahieved by ground-based ELTs, thus making it diÆult to see true terrestrial analoguesaround nearby stars. Nevertheless, onsiderable and important sienti� results an be expeted for gas andie giant exoplanets, as well as so-alled super-terrestrials with masses roughly 10� the Earth. In summary,strong ases were made that onsiderable progress an be ahieved with ELT's, with only `modest' AOsystems being required for the Star Formation part, but dediated, extremely optimised, very high Strehl-ratio, very high ontrast systems for exoplanets studies, with a set of general purpose IR instrumentationfor both topis.A presentation of the atual level of preparation and advanement in ELT studies by various ountries andprojets prepared the �nal disussion and omparison between sienti� requirements and tehnial apabil-ities. Representatives of China (X. Cui), Japan (M. Iye), Russia (Y. Balega) presented the situation intheir respetive ountries. It was shown that virtual observatories and arhival data were preparing for the19



ELT era also (N. Walton), while J. Urama underlined the need of ooperation and support for astronomersin less developed ountries, to avoid too big a gap developing among various ommunities.The major projets, Thirty Meter Telesope (by D. Crampton), Giant Magellan Telesope (by P. M-Carthy) in the US, and OWL in Europe (by G. Monnet), were presented in details, as well as theEuropean Design Study (presented by A. Ardeberg) joining fores between teams from OWL, Euro 50 andnumerous European laboratories under the auspies of the European Commission.Another two-voies presentation (US-EU, B. Ellerbroek and C. Cunningham) outlined the tehnial de-velopments under way in the �elds of smart foal plane units, or adaptive optis, while J. Mould addressedthe needs for omplementary surveys, and the various possible operation modes in ELT's.The �nal, lively, disussion addressed both tehnial questions like diameter or �eld of view, and more generalquestions like time sales, synergies with other projets or organisational matters. It was the oasion forthe various projets to openly disuss some of their motivations, and it appeared quite learly that the largevariety of sienti� projets, and orresponding requirements should end up in a large number of instrumentswhih ould probably not be built all at the same time nor on a single telesope. While it is too early totalk about speialised ELT's, the onsensus was that an important point is to onstantly lose the loop ininterations between sienti� requirements, telesope designers and instrument makers.This symposium ontributed to that goal, in assembling a majority of speialists of the �eld, yet in a not-too-large number (135), to allow fruitful exhanges. It was onsidered by many as a sign that the variousprojets had really \got o� the ground", even if the �nanial aspets were left aside.Another enouraging aspet was the partiipation of many enthusiasti Afrian students in astronomy, mostof them having partiipated also, the week before, in an international shool of astronomy, speially organisedin Cape Town by Patriia Whitelok at the oasion of this symposium.It was agreed that other events of that kind were needed in the future, the projets developing, and thesupport of IAU and IUPAP, and the IAU's role in general, were gratefully aknowledged.Last, but not least, the onferene was a suess thanks also to a very �ne loal organisation under the hairof John Menzies, whih the delegates thanked warmly.- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:M. Dennefeld, B. Leibundgut & P.A. Whitelok (eds.),Sienti� Requirements for Extremely Large Telesopes (ELTs),Pro. IAU Symp. No. 232, Cape Town, South Afria, 14-18 November 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85608-6, in preparation (due May 2006).
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IAU COLLOQUIUM No. 198, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Colloquium No.: 1982. Title of the meeting: Near-Field Cosmology with Dwarf Elliptial Galaxies3. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Les Diablerets, Switzerland5. Dates of the meeting: 14-18 Marh 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Bruno Binggeli Astronomial Institute Basel, Switzerland (o-Chair)Nelson Caldwell Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, USAJonathan I. Davies University of Cardiff, UKEnrio V. Held Osservatorio Astronomio di Padova, ItalyHelmut Jerjen Researh Shool of Astronomy and Astrophysis, Australia (Chair)Igor D. Karahentsev Speial Astrophysial Observatory, RussiaMario Mateo University of Mihigan, USABen Moore University of Zuerih, SwitzerlandJoseph Silk University of Oxford, UKEline Tolstoy Kapteyn Instituut Groningen, the NetherlandsR. Brent Tully University of Hawaii, USA7. Loal Organizing Committee:Bruno Binggeli Astronomial Institute Basel, Switzerland (Chair)Eva Grebel Astronomial Institute Basel, SwitzerlandHelmut Jerjen Researh Shool of Astronomy and Astrophysis, Australia (o-Chair)Andrea Kayser Astronomial Institute Basel, SwitzerlandAndreas Koh Astronomial Institute Basel, SwitzerlandStefan Kautsh Astronomial Institute Basel, SwitzerlandThorsten Liesker Astronomial Institute Basel, Switzerland8. Number of partiipants: 939. Countries represented: 23Argentina Chile Israel Russia UkraineAustralia Croatia Italy Serbia & Montenegro UKAustria Finland Japan South Korea USABelgium Frane Netherlands SpainCanada Germany Romania Switzerland10. Report submitted by: Helmut Jerjen and Bruno BinggeliPlae and date: Canberra/Basel, 9 August 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Colloquium No. 198The main purpose of the IAU Colloquium No. 198 on Near-Field Cosmology with Dwarf Elliptial Galaxieswas to provide a forum for the presentation and disussion of the most reent results on dwarf elliptial(dE) galaxies (subsuming dwarf spheroidals, dSphs) and to highlight the importane of this researh �eld asprovider of loal benhmarks for osmologial studies, in partiular of theories of struture formation. Nearlyall researh groups working on dwarf galaxies worldwide were well represented at the meeting and were jointby various international osmology groups. As a result there was a good balane between observers andtheoretiians, giving this IAU Colloquium the right mixture and density of sientists to mark and initiateurrent and future progress in the �eld.At the meeting we have taken a huge step forward towards a uni�ed view of the phenomenon \dwarf21



elliptial galaxy" and the theory of galaxy evolution with a number of distint key issues identi�ed, on whihthe onferene naturally foussed, as briey desribed in the following.Deep olour-magnitude diagrams are now available for an impressive number of nearby dEs (dSphs) andthese show a surprisingly large variety of stellar populations. The hallenge is to reonstrut reliable starformation and abundane histories for these dwarfs and to model them aurately by means of omplexhemodynamial proesses that inlude feedbak of star formation to the ISM. Tremendous progress wasreported, on both the observational and the theoretial side, but learly we are still some way away from afull traking and understanding of dSph evolution.Loal Group dwarf analogs are now routinely observed in the nearby galaxy groups and lusters, allowing usto address the question of how the environment is shaping dwarf galaxy evolution. But even for the brightluster dEs there is no onsense on the most important environmentally driven proess that produed thebulk of luster dEs. Various senarios of dE origin were disussed, most notably \galaxy harassment" and\gas stripping", but none is able to explain all properties of the dwarfs. A major breakthrough in reentyears is the detailed kinematial knowledge for a growing number of luster dEs. In ontrast to previousassumptions it turned out, there are many dEs that are rotationally supported stellar systems and new deepimages with HST and large ground-based telesopes �nd lear signs of disk struture. These observationstogether with the disovery of signi�ant amounts of neutral hydrogen in these seemingly gas-free galaxiesprovide strong evidene that dEs are less homogeneous as a lass than we thought and/or that there aredistint sublasses of dEs with di�erent evolutionary paths.The most pressing issue in the two dwarf galaxy/osmology researh areas is the \missing-satellite problem":the disrepany between the low number of observed and the very high number of theoretially expeteddwarf galaxies in the ontext of CDM struture formation. This was highnoon for partiipants doing LCDMsimulations and those trying to onnet mass to light. No unique solution ould be presented, but variousplausible mehanisms that ould explain why DM mini-halos, below a ritial mass, stay without baryonswere o�ered. Meanwhile the state-of-the art to determine the mass of loal dwarf sheroidals has reahed alevel where detailed models for the mass distribution an be applied to the data. The MOdi�ed NewtonianDynamis alternative, whih is now more attrative by its relativisti version, was also disussed (anddismissed). Even ways to detet those DM partiles (if present) that make up the dark halos of the nearbydwarfs - whih turn out to be ideal objets for that purpose - were presented.Other topial highlights of the onferene inlude the build-up of large galaxies like the Milky Way fromaretion of dwarf satellites like Sagittarius, the physial nature of morphologial substruture in dEs suhas the entral nulei and globular luster systems, the onnetion between dwarf Es and giant Es, as well asthe fundamental problem of reliable distane determination.Overall, it was a highly suessful, sienti�ally fruitful meeting, as testi�ed by many partiipants to theorganizers during and after the meeting (see below). Throughout the onferene, in the leture hall as well asin the onferene hotel in the free time, an atmosphere of intense and vivid disussion prevailed that surelymust have been the starting point of many new projets and ollaborations. This is probably the greatestpayo� of the IAUC198 onferene for our ommunity.Feedbak from onferene partiipants:... �rst of all, I would like to thank you again for the exellent work in organizing the IAUC198: I think ithas been an exiting meeting! (Sergio Colafraneso, Observatory of Rome, Italy).... I wanted to thank you again for your superb job on the meeting. It was a most enjoyable and eduationaltrip for me. (Mario Mateo, University of Mihigan, USA).... It was very good to see you in Switzerland and thanks again for putting together an interesting meeting.(Jay Gallagher, Editor of The Astronomial Journal, USA).... What a great onferene! Well done. I really enjoyed it. And a friendly group of partiipants. (AlisterGraham, RSAA, Australia).... First of all I wish to thank and ongratulate you both on organizing a most interesting and suessfulonferene. (Rami Rekola, Tuorla Observatory, Finland).22



... I am only now bak at work after a most enjoyable week at Les Diablerets. I wanted to tell you one morehow muh I appreiated the opportunity to take part { I learnt a great deal at the meeting on subjets whihare relevant to my work. I also enjoyed the many opportunities to interat with olleagues: all in all it wasone of the best meetings I have been to in reent years. Thank you both for all the work whih you put intomaking this IAU Colloquium a resounding suess. (Max Pettini, Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge, UK).... da ih Euh niht gleih oder zuwenig auf der Tagung danken konnte, moehte ih dies hiermit nohtun. Die Tagung war wirklih exzellent, niht nur organsiert, sondern auh inhaltlih. Der Impakt an neuenErgebnissen war wohl f�ur alle enorm und fruhtbringend f�ur die weitere eigene Arbeit. Vielen herzlihenDank also nohmals. (Gerhard Hensler, Astronomial Institute Vienna, Austria).- - - - - -Proeedings published:H. Jerjen & B. Binggeli (eds.), 2005,Near-Field Cosmology with Dwarf Elliptial Galaxies,Pro. IAU Coll. No. 198, Les Diablerets, Switzerland, 14-18 Marh 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85204-8, November 2005.e-papers: http://journals.ambridge.org/jid IAU
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IAU COLLOQUIUM No. 199, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Colloquium No.: 1992. Title of the meeting: Probing Galaxies through Quasar Absorption Lines3. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Shanghai, China5. Dates of the meeting: 14-18 Marh 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Jaqueline Bergeron Paris, FraneJiansheng Chen Beijing, ChinaStefano Cristiani Trieste, ItaliaBrie Menard Prineton, NJ, USA (Chair)Houjun Mo Amherst, MA, USAMax Pettini Cambridge, UKHuub Roettgering Leiden, the NetherlandsDavid A. Turnshek Pittsburgh, PA, USA (o-Chair)Simon D.M. White Garhing, Germany7. Loal Organizing Committee:Guoxuan Dong National Siene Foundation of ChinaXiaoyu Hong SHAOJinliang Hou SHAOChenggang Shu SHAO and ShNU (Chair)Jueming Sun ShNUPeter Williams ShNUJiaxiang Xiang ShNUJunliang Zhao SHAO8. Number of partiipants: 1109. Countries represented: 15Canada China Taiwan India Mexio SwitzerlandChile Frane Italia Netherlands UKChina Nanjing Germany Japan Russia USA10. Report submitted by: Brie Menard and Chenggang ShuPlae and date: Prineton, NJ, USA, 7 July 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Colloquium No. 199IAU Colloquium No. 199 Probing Galaxies through Quasar absorption lines was attended by 110 registeredpartiipants. Approximately two thirds of the partiipants were students and postdos, emphasizing the fatthat this �eld is very ative and has a bright future.The objetive of the meeting was to present new results in quasar absorption line spetrosopy and see whatonstraints they an give on galaxy formation and evolution. The last previous workshop on this subjetwas held in 1997 in Paris. In the meantime, several new instruments ame online and large surveys havebeome publi. It was therefore very timely to gather all the people from the ommunity.The Sienti� Organizing Committee proposed to fous the meeting on the following topis:- new observational results on the onnetion between galaxies and absorbers- results from large surveys (SDSS, 2dF, CORALs, et.)- reent progress in theoretial models for absorber systems24



- results from numerial simulations- the IGM- abundanes- very high redshifts and re-ionizationTodd Tripp started the sienti� presentations by giving a very interesting review on what is known andnot known regarding the onnetion between absorbers and galaxies. Several speakers then presented newobservational results on metal absorbers (John Stoke / Brian Keeney, Chris Churhill, BastienArail, Patrik Petitjean). Another observational session was devoted to Damped Lyman-� systems(DLAs). Sandhya Rao presented what has been done so far in order to identify DLA galaxies. Severaltalks ompleted her review by presenting reent progress: deteting DLAs in -ray burst (Paul Vreeswijk),observing DLAs in 21 m (Nissim Kanekar), and investigating the environment of of DLAs (Jessia Rosen-berg). In addition there were two talks presenting surveys of the Lyman-� line in emission (Fuzhen Chen,Martin Zwaan).The morning of the seond day was devoted to theoretial models of absorbers. Houjun Mo presented avery powerful formalism that allows to relate the dark matter distribution to that of the hydrogen gas seenwith the Ly-� transition. Two talks then pr esented analyti models of metal absorbers (Jinliang Hou,Weipeng Lin). We then enjoyed several talks presenting some physial properties of the absorbing galaxiesseen with absorption lines (Arthur Wolfe, Glenn Kaprzak, Raghunathan Srianand).The afternoon was foused on new results obtained from large surveys: Daniel Nestor presented a newsample of more than 1500 Mg ii absorbers found in the Sloan Digital Sky Survery (SDSS) whih was followedby several statistial studies using this data (Brie M�enard, David Turnshek). Donald York introduedthe new SDSS absorber database whih ontains several thousand deteted absorber systems and will soonbe publily available. Finally, integral �eld spetrosopy surveys and radio surveys were presented (LiseChristensen, Sara Ellison).The morning of the Wednesday was devoted to numerial simulations. Tom Theuns gave a brilliantreview of simulations of absorbers. Five talks followed: Yipeng Jing, Serena Bertone, Alistair Nelsonand James Bolton presented several aspets of absorber systems studied with simulations, and MatteoViel showed how simulations an be used in order to extrat osmologial parameters from observations ofthe Lyman-� forest.The afternoon was free and a trip to Shanghai Museum was organized.The fourth day was devoted to the IGM and abundanes. Jason Prohaska gave a review talk tointrodue the subjet and presented at the end some new results on DLAs obtained with the SDSS. Newresults on the metalliities, isotopi ratios, hemial abundanes, star formation histories where then shownand disussed (Tae-Sun Kim, Miroslava Dessauges-Zavadsky, Sebastien Muller, Regina Shulte-Ladbek, Varsha Kulkarni / Donald York). Jaqueline Bergeron showed what an be learnt usinghighly-ionized absorbers, Mihael Rauh presented results on the environmental impat of galaxies onthe IGM, Anthony Aguirre onfronted numerial simulations to observations of metalliities, and AriyehMaller presented some remarks about the multi-phase gas that fuels galaxy formation.The problem of dust obsuration was disussed from a theoretial point of view by Giovanni Vladilo andobservational results were presented by Mihael Murphy and Junfeng Wang.The last day was foused on the very high-redshift Universe. Kurt Adelberger presented some exitingobservational results from the Kek telesope and showed that not only quasars but also galaxies an be usedas soures for absorption line studies. Several talks then presented reent progress in our understanding ofthe baryon distribution (Niolas Lehner, Celine Peroux, Martin Haenelt). Xiaoyang Xia presentedsome results about infrared quasars, and Esther Hu showed some spetrosopi studies of very high redshiftgalaxies and their impliation for the re-ionization. Xiaohui Fan and George Beker presented someonstraints on the re-ionization history using the highest redshift quasars from SDSS. XiangPing Wu andHuub R�ottgering showed the urrent status of the two upoming high-z 21 m telesopes: PAST andLOFAR. Anfrea Ferrara, Steven Furlanetto and Ilian Iliev then presented some theoretial results onthe re-ionization epoh.The onlusion of the meeting was given by Simon White. He gave an overview of the highlights of theonferene, and from these forwarded a series of questions arising. His talk was followed by a disussion on25



these urrent issues and future prospets.This Colloquium was very lively and many disussions followed the talks and ontinued during the breaks.In addition, a number of ollaborations started during that week. Many people ame to China for the �rsttime and really enjoyed disovering this ountry and its ulture. We thank the IAU for its generous �nanialsupport that allowed a number of young researhers to have attended this exiting Colloquium.Brie M�enard and Chenggang Shuhairs of the SOC and LOC- - - - - -Proeedings published:P.R. Williams, Chenggang Shu & B. Mnard (eds.), 2005,Probing Galaxies through Quasar Absorption Lines,Pro. IAU Coll. No. 199, Shanghai, China, 14-18 Marh 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85205-6, Otober 2005.e-papers: http://journals.ambridge.org/jid IAU
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IAU COLLOQUIUM No. 200, POST MEETING REPORT1. IAU Colloquium No.: 2002. Meeting Title: Diret Imaging of Exoplanets: Siene and Tehniques3. Dediation of meeting: --4. Loation: Villefrane-sur-mer (Nie), Frane5. Dates of the meeting: 3-7 Otober 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Claude Aime Frane (Chair)Malolm Fridlund SwedenThomas Henning GermanyAnne-Marie Lagrange FraneAndreas Quirrenbah the NetherlandsRoberto Ragazzoni ItalyDaniel Rouan FraneJean Shneider FraneSara Seager USAMike Shao USAMotohide Tamura JapanWesley A. Traub USA7. Loal Organizing Committee:Farrokh Vakili (Chair)Valerie Cheron (Exeutive Seretary)Claude AimeYves RabbiaMarel CarbilletAndre Ferrari8. Number of partiipants: 1829. Countries represented : 14Australia Germany Moroo Spain UKBelgium Italy Netherlands Switzerland USAFrane Japan Poland Ukraine10. Report submitted by: Claude AimePlae and date: Nie, 2 November 200511. Summary of the sienti� highlights of IAU Colloquium No. 200The topi of the IAU Colloquium No. 200 on Diret Imaging of exoplanets: Siene and Tehniques was thedetetion and analysis of photons from terrestrial and giant exoplanets.The Colloquium was held in the itadel of Villefranhe-sur-Mer, a 16th entury astle loated at sea level inthe beautiful bay of Villefranhe, near Nie. The duration of the Colloquium was of �ve days, with a breakon Wednesday afternoon.The two �rst days of the Colloquium were devoted to siene goals of exoplanets detetion: interest oftheir diret observation, physis of terrestrial and giant planets, instrumental requirements in the visibleand the infrared and reports of the �rst observations of very massive exoplanets. The three last days ofthe Colloquium were on ground and spae instrumentation to ahieve these goals. There was half a day forinterferometri nulling tehniques, one day for oronagraphy and the rest of the ommu niations were on27



innovative tehniques and data proessing.We had 66 oral presentations, inluding 7 invited talks:Willy Benz on Overview of siene goals and detetion methods,Vitoria Meadows on Physis of terrestrial planets,Frane Allard on Physis of giant planets,Robert Brown on Expetations in the visible domains,Neville Woolf on Expetations in the infrared domain,Antoine Labeyrie on ELTs versus Interferometers, andRoger Angel on Ground-based telesopes versus spae missions.We have deliberately avoided having SOC members as invited speakers. The oral presentations were om-pleted by about 70 poster presentations split in two sessions of 2 hours eah. Contributed talks and postersdesribed some of the latest theoretial developments in understanding the formation and evolution of plan-etary systems. The state of the art for both the instrumental onepts and data analysis methods werelargely presented and debated. All world-wide top experts were present. We favored also the partiipationof a large number of students, post-dos and very young sientists developing themselves observing siene,onepts and instruments whih witnessed of the attration of the olloquium and the seleted topis.The ontext of the Colloquium was the preparation of both ground-based and spae-borne ambitious projetsfor the detetion of exoplanets by imaging, espeially terrestrial planets. Key-projets of the major worldagenies suh as ESA, ESO, NASA, NASDA were outlined. The impat of the Colloquium an also bemeasured by the partiipation of sientists in harge of the major European, Japanese and US projets inexoplanet imaging.The Colloquium was not only useful for delivering new information on several instrumental topis andsienti� perspetives. It has also underlined several onlusions for the present status and future diretionsfor the ations of the exoplanet ommunity and agenies sienti� poliy. First, there is a remarkableagreement among the exoplanets ommunity on the goal of haraterizing them by imaging. Some importantquestions remain, that are guidelines for future ations:- Should we onsider di�erent de�nitions of \a planet"? We should prepare ourselves sienti�ally aboutunexpeted harateristis of planets. Do Earth-like planets exist nearby? How do we prepare for the publiresponse to their disovery? What if the result is \No Earth-like planet out there"?- The relative merits of ground-based ELT and spae missions should be strongly investigated further. Arepreursor ground and spae missions needed? How an we stimulate international ooperation, neessary forlarge projets? What ould be the bene�ts for other branhes of astrophysis?In addition to the usual sienti� debates and disussions between partiipants, semi-formal ontats wereinitiated in view of establishing future international ooperation on the most ambitious ground and spaeprojets for the oming deade and the long term of researh in exoplanetary astrophysis.The major part of the presentations given during the Colloquium is available in PDF Format at the web site(http://www-luan.unie.fr/olloqueUAI/planning.html - links are with the titles of the ommuniations).Claude.Aime�unie.fr- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:C. Aime & F. Vakili (eds.),Diret Imaging of Exoplanets: Siene and Tehniques,Pro. IAU Coll. No. 200, Nie, Frane, 3-7 Otober 2005,(Cambridge:CUP) ISBN: 0-521-85607-8, in press (due April 2006).
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9-th ASIAN-PACIFIC REGIONAL IAU MEETING (APRIM-2005),POST MEETING REPORT1. REGIONAL IAU MEETING: 9th Asian-Paifi Regional IAU Meeting2. Meeting Title: APRIM-20053. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia5. Dates of the meeting: 26-29 July 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Brian J. Boyle AustraliaRussell A. Taylor CanadaLeonardo Bronfman ChileCheng Fang China NanjingDing-Qiang Su China NanjingGang Zhao China NanjingSun Kwok China TaipeiJayant Vishnu Narlikar IndiaBambang Hidayat IndonesiaIratius Radiman IndonesiaWinardi Sutantyo Indonesia (Chair)Satoru Ikeuhi JapanNorio Kaifu JapanShin Mineshige Japan (o-Chair)Hyung Mok Lee South KoreaJohn B. Hearnshaw New ZealandIraida S. Kim RussiaJohn P. Huhra USA7. Loal Organizing Committee:Premana W. Premadi Institut Teknologi Bandung (Chair)Djoni N. Dawanas ITBDhani Herdiwijaya ITBThomas Djamaluddin LAPANTaufiq Hidayat ITBChatief Kunjaya ITBHakim L. Malasan ITBMahasena Putra ITBMoedji Raharto ITBMezak A. Ratag BMGSuhardja D. Wiramihardja ITB8. Number of partiipants: 2699. Represented ountries: 24Argentina (1) China Taipei (4) Iraq (1) Netherlands (1) South Korea (20)Australia (4) Germany (3) Italy (1) New Zealand (3) Thailand (1)Canada (4) India (5) Japan (118) Philippines (1) UK (1)Chile (1) Indonesia (63) Malaysia (3) Peru (1) USA (7)China Nanjing (21) Iran (2) Mexio (1) Russia (5)10. Report submitted by: SOC and LOC of APRIM 2005Plae and date: Bandung, Indonesia, 26 August 200529



11. Summary of the sienti� highlights of APRIM-2005The topis overed in APRIM 2005 varied from Sun-Earth Interations, Solar Physis, Planetary Systems,Compat Objets, Stellar Evolution, The Milky Way, up to the Large Sale Struture of the Universe andCosmology. The topis also overed large astronomial projets whih involve international ooperationlike the Square Kilometer Array, the New Generation Ground-Based telesope, ALMA and large projetsin China. We heard not only the advanement of astronomy in ountries in whih astronomy is �rmlyestablished, but we also learned the development of astronomy in less advaned ountries and even thesituation of astronomy in Iraq whih we know still in turbulent situation.The program was arranged suh that all invited talks were presented in plenary sessions to ensure that allpartiipants ould take a grasp of the newest developments in the topis, not only in their �elds of interestbut also in other �elds as well.The meeting put speial emphasize on eduation and popularization of astronomy. This session was heldas a speial session whih ould be attended not only by the registered astronomers, but also by teahers,students and amateurs. In this session we heard some presentations from professional astronomers who areative in this area. A session of disussions in whih amateurs ould share their experienes and work inollaboration was also arranged. A program to visit many high shools in this area to soialize astronomyamong high shool teahers and students in Bali area was also organized. A star party program was alsoarranged in the evening of the last day of the meeting.The various papers presented in the meeting were: 1 Speial Leture, 25 Invited Papers, 81 Oral Contribu-tions, 106 Poster Papers, and a number of exposition papers. A list of the speial leture and invited talksfollows here:Speial LetureThe State of the Universe Report by John P. HuhraSession 1. Solar Physis, Planetary Systems and Sun-Earth InterationThe searh of extrasolar planets by Ian A. BondReent progress in multi-wavelength investigations of solar and stellar ativity byAleksander V. StepanovReent progress of solar high-energy phenomena by Weiqun GanLong term variations in solar magneti �eld, geomagneti �eld and limate by Silvia DuhauSession 2. Stellar Evolution, Ativities and BinariesEvolution of Binaries with Compat Components by X-D. LiPopulation synthesis by Zhanwen HanSession 3. Compat Objets, AGNs and High Energy/Cosmi Ray AstrophysisOrigin and mehanism of gamma-ray bursts with HETE-2 by Nobuyuki KawaiSession 4. The Milky Way, Interstellar Matter, Star FormationCold hydrogen louds in the Milky Way: an evolutionary missing link? by Russell A. Taylor & GibsonStar formation in moleular louds; a sub-mm perspetive by Yasuo FukuiOrigin and Early Evolution of Brown Dwarfs by R. JayawardhanaSession 5. Galaxies, Large Sale Struture and CosmologyFirst results from the 6dF Galaxy survey by Matthew CollessA ase for alternative osmology by Jayant V. NarlikarThe evolution of supermassive blak Holes: the evidene from QSO surveys by Brian J. BoyleOn the early stage of galaxy formation by Yoshiaki TaniguhiLarge sale struture traed by di�erent speies of galaxies by Changbom ParkExtragalati stellar astronomy by Rolf-Peter KudritzkiSession 6. Numerial AstrophysisPosters only.Session 7. Astronomial InstrumentationOn the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) by Ronald D. EkersNext generation ground-based telesopes by Rolf-Peter KudritzkiAtaama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) by Masato Ishiguro30



Progress on the development of large astronomial failities in China by Guoxiang AiSession 8. Astronomy with Small Telesopes2m telesope at around 4500 m height in the Himalayas by Tushar P. PrabhuSession 9. Eduation and Popularization of AstronomyThe present state of Iraqi astronomy by Athem AlsabtiPartiipation in the International Astronomy Olympiad (IAO) as means to attrat highshool students toastronomy by Soehardja WiramihardjaIUCAA's ativities on astronomy eduation in shools by Naresh K. DadhihThe future astronomial eduation and popularization in Japan by Hidehiko AgataSienti� highlights as reported by SOC members:Speial Leture Session (reported by Satoru Ikeuhi):John Huhra gave a fasinating leture on the present status of osmology inluding the historial episodeswith humor. Many attendants were satis�ed and had deep insights of the evolution of the Universe.Session 1-A (reported by John B. Hearnshaw):On Tuesday I haired Session 1-A with a variety of oral ontributed papers on the solar system and planetarysystems. Of the eight papers sheduled, six were presented (two speakers did not turn up).Ing-Guey and Li-Chin Yeh from Taiwan presented two papers on numerial simulations of planetarysystem bodies, one paper on the Kuiper Belt objets, and another on the role of diss in extrasolar planetarysystems.Budi Dermawan from ITB gave a very interesting aount of his Subaru (SuprimeCam) observations ofthe spin rates and shapes of asteroids. It was impressive that he was able to obtain spin periods for as manyas 73 faint asteroids down to R-magnitude 24.6. This paper was one of the highlights of this session.Mohamad Irfan, also from ITB, analysed photographi images of Mars from Bossha Observatory taken atthe 2003 opposition, to measure the limb darkening and hene atmospheri height of the Martian atmosphere.Another paper, by Dhani Herdiwijaya (ITB) analysed the proper motion of sunspots observed between1989 and 2002, and found a longitudinal separation drift of about 70 m/s for pairs of di�erent polarity.Finally Subhash Chandra Kaushik from Datia, India, disussed the role of the interplanetary magneti�eld on magneti loud events whih initiate large geomagneti storms in oronal mass ejetions.Session 2 (reported by Zhao Gang:)The session was about stellar evolution, ativities and binaries. The shedule inluded 2 invited talks, 13oral presentations and 6 posters. However, the atual number for the oral presentations was 7 instead of13. In order to test stellar evolution theory, Liu & Zhao Gang obtained the abundanes of �-elementsof 75 red lump stars with high-resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio spetra. The result would be a goodonstraint to the theory on the evolution of the �rst giant branh stars. The mass-loss e�et on the evolutionof BD+602522 was investigated theoretially by Aprilia Wardana & Djoni Dawanas. Peng Qui-heproposed a new explosion mehanism for ore ollapse supernova, and the key points are a new riterion forthe onset of fast ollapse and the idea that the inner ore ollapses faster. However, the new mehanismneeds to be tested numerially. Chen Yang, on the other hand, disovered metal-rih thermal emissionof supernova remnant N157B with Chandra observations, and the emission is relevant to radiative transfermodel of supernova remnant. We also saw a book by Tomokazu Kogure & Kam-Ching Leung fromthe poster session on the physis of emission-line stars. There has been good progress in the observationsof solar-like osillations, and the measurement of natural resonant frequenies of stars an be used to inferinternal information of stars. Tim Bedding gave a nie review on the reent results obtained with the AATand VLT on stars suh as �CentauriA and B.Binaries are an ative subjet. Han Zhanwen disussed the binary model for the formation of subdwarfB stars, while Li reviewed the studies on the evolution of X-ray binaries and in partiular the evolutionaryhannels leading of the formation of ultraluminous X-ray binaries. Hakim Malasan, Winardi Sutantyo& Mahasena Putra onstrained ommon envelope evolution with PSRB2303+46, a binary pulsar with arelatively long (12.34d) orbital period and a white dwarf ompanion. The result shows that the ommonenvelope ejetion eÆieny ould be over 1.Sean M. Dougherty & Julian M. Pittard investigated olliding-wind binary WR140 with multi-epohhigh-resolution radio observations from VLBA. The observations well determined the binary motion param-eters of the system, and are used to onstrain radiative transfer model of olliding-wind binaries, whih areused as partile aeleration laboratories. Orbits of some lose binaries are determined observationally by31



Komonjinda & al. and Jatmiko & al., so that orbital evolution or the possible existene of a thirdomponent an be studied. Three-dimensional hydrodynami simulations of wind-generated aretion disare performed by Matsuda & al. to investigate the gas ow in the symbioti binary star ZAndromedae.Hasan observed young star lusters NGC1960, NGC2453 and NGC2384 in the near infrared bands andobtained the JHK data, while Kim alulated theoretial isohrones with extintion in the K-band. Hanseems to have solved the UV-upturn problem of elliptial galaxies by adopting the binary model of subdwarfB stars.Session OP3 (reported by Shin Mineshige):Highlights of the session inluded a disussion by Kei Kotake of magneto-rotational ore-ollapse of mas-sive stars based on his MHD simulations, a disussion by Bian Weihao of the nature of blue outliers,blue-shifted [O iii℄ emission-line narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s) found by SDSS, a disussion by At-sunori Yonehara of the useful method for onstraining the size of narrow line region at high-z quasars, adisussion by Anant Eungwanihayapant of a new method for probing extragalati bakground light,and a disussion by Makoto Inoue of possible detetion of thermal plasma surrounding AGN jets.Session OP5 (reported by John P. Huhra):Highlights of the session inluded a disussion by Hesti Wulandari of the latest experimental resultsfrom the CRESST Dark Matter searh whih has not yet ahieved suÆient sensitivity to detet CDM, adisussion of the modeling of galaxy luster ores by bothMassimo Meneghetti & Motokazu Takizawa,and the use of gravitational lensing to measure their inner pro�les by Massimo Meneghetti, inredibledeep imaging of galaxies with the SUPRIME amera on Subaru by Sadanori Okamura and a delightfultalk by Louise Riofrio on how a non-standard osmology with a varying speed-of-light might reproduethe high-redshift supernova Hubble diagram.Session OP9 (reported by Shin Mineshige):Highlights of the session inluded a disussion by Julieta Fierro of arheoastronomy for outreah projetson astronomy in Mexio, a report by Jose Kaname Ishitsuka on their preious e�orts for re-onstrutingastronomial failities in Peru after a nightmare aused by terrorism, a report by Norio Okamura and hishigh-shool students at Mito, Japan, of the reprodution of William Hershel's metalli mirror telesope, adisussion by Cynthia Celebre of a renewed astronomy program in the Philippines, a report by John B.Hearnshaw & Julieta Fierro of their work of the IAU Commission 46 Program Group for the World-WideDevelopment of Astronomy (PGWWDA), and on astronomy in Mongolia and Cuba.- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:W. Sutantyo, S. Mineshige, P.W. Premadi & Mahasenaputra (eds.),Pro. 9th Asian-Pai� Regional IAU Meeting (APRIM-2005),Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia, 26-29 July 2005,(Bandung: Penerbit) ISBN: 979-3507-63-2, in press (due mid February 2006).
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11-th LATIN-AMERICAN REGIONAL IAU MEETING (LARIM-2005),POST MEETING REPORT1. REGIONAL IAU MEETING: 11th Latin-Amerian Regional IAU Meeting2. Meeting Title: LARIM-20053. Dediation of meeting: -4. Loation: Puon, Chile5. Dates of the meeting: 12-16 Deember 20056. Sientifi Organizing Committee:Beatriz Barbuy BrasilGustavo Bruzual VenezuelaGloria Dubner ArgentinaMario Hamuy ChileJulio Fernandez UruguayWolfgang Gieren ChileLeopoldo Infante Chile (o-Chair)Rene Mendez ChileDante Minniti ChileMonia Rubio Chile (Chair)Maria Teresa Ruiz ChileSilvia Torres-Peimbert Mexio7. Loal Organizing Committee:Felipe Barrientos Pontifiia Universidad Catolia de ChileEdgardo Costa Universidad de ChileGaspar Galaz Pontifiia Universidad Catolia de Chile (o-Chair)Douglas P. Geisler Universidad de ConepionRoberto Gilmozzi ESOEduardo Hardy NRAOPaulina Lira Universidad de Chile (o-Chair)Sebastian Lopez Universidad de ChileMark M. Phillips Las Campanas ObservatoryAmelia Ramirez Universidad de la SerenaMalolm G. Smith CTIO/NOAO8. Number of partiipants: 2909. Countries represented: 20Argentina (56) Canada (4) Germany (5) Mexio (28) UK (1)Australia (2) Chile (113) Greee (1) Netherlands (1) Uruguay (5)Belgium (1) Colombia (10) Honduras (1) Peru (2) USA (13)Brasil (35) Frane (2) Japan (1) Spain (4) Venezuela (5)10. Report submitted by: Monia RubioPlae and date: Santiago de Chile, 1 February 200611. Summary of the sienti� highlights of LARIM-2005IntrodutionLARIM-2005 was a very suessful meeting. Almost 300 partiipants from 20 di�erent ountries attended.Twenty four Invited Letures and 60 Oral Presentations were presented during the �ve days of the meeting.33



Over 300 posters were set up during four days of the meeting. Two publi letures were given. One inSantiago by Prof. Riardo Giaoni and the other in Pu�on by Dr. Luis Aguilar from Mexio.Half of the partiipants were astronomy students from Latin-Amerian ountries. Funding from IAU andother agenies in Chile, plus important ompanies in Chile that sponsored LARIM-2005 allowed us to grantall students and invited speakers. A total of US$ 50,000 was used in �nanial support to students.The sienti� highlights of the meeting are summarized below. These have been grouped in three main topiswell represented at LARIM-2005: Extragalati Astronomy, Stars and Stellar Clusters, and Star Formation.Extragalati AstronomyThe program of the 11th Latin-Amerian Regional IAU Meeting inluded two sessions on Topi 5, Galaxies,Large Sale Struture and Cosmology, and two sessions on Topi 6, Compat Objets, AGNs and HighEnergy/Cosmi Ray Astrophysis. In all, there were seven Invited Reviews and 20 Contributed Talks. Talksranged from Nearby Galaxies to the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground. Most of the talks desribed urrentresearh at the utting edge of their �eld.It is worth mentioning a few interesting results. In osmology are the latest results from WMAP and thenew measurements of the aeleration rate of the universe using Supernovae type I. Regarding lusters ofgalaxies and galaxy evolution at high redshifts, there were reports on how well massive lusters and groupsof galaxies are now understood and on the steps taken towards understanding the physial nature (starformation, metalliities, et.) of intermediate redshift galaxies. Also, we heard about the new tehniquesthat are being developed to probe the large-sale struture through Dumped Ly systems.In our opinion, two novel and very interesting piees of work were presented in the onferene. On the onehand, the use of ehoes from distant supernovae in the LMC to study SN physial properties and evolution,and on the other, a simple AGN model based on AGN uni�ation to explain both X-ray properties of souresand the X-ray bakground spetral shape.We should also highlight a number of remarkable talks telling the story of how some researh �eld developed.For example Giaoni's talk on X-ray astronomy and its onnetion with massive lusters of galaxies, orFreeman's talk about galaxy formation histories, orGenzel's desription of the Galati Centre blak hole,or Longair's disussion on the most luminous radio galaxies, or Osmer's desription of the data that havebeen built up to determine the physial evolution of quasars.Stars and Galati StrutureAn exellent review talk on the use of HB stars to investigate a number of important Galati and Extra-galati issues was given by M. Catelan (PUC, Chile). These halo traes tell us muh about the formationof our own Galaxy. For example, by studying the Oosterho�-dihotomy we an put very stringent upperlimits on the likelihood of the formation of the halo from fragments like the urrent-day dwarf spheroidalgalaxies whih are at odds with the favorite Lambda CDM hierahial formation senarios.Revised results for the proper motion of the LMC were disussed byM. Pedreros (Universidad de Tarapaa,Chile). Their new analysis now agrees muh better with the bulk of previous values. They �nd that theLMC does not appear to be a member of the proposed Drao - Ursa Minor stream.Very deep CMDs for a variety of �elds in the SMC have been derived by N. Noel (Spain) and ollaborators.They have investigated their star formation histories and mean metalliities. They �nd that both of theseproperties vary strongly with position in the galaxy. For example, very strong MS stars are found intheir eastern �elds, but not in their western �elds. They �nd almost no evidene for a globular-luster agedpopulation in any of their �elds, even out to a radial distane of 4 degrees. Intermediate-aged stars dominatein all of their �elds. No metalliity gradient is found.S. Du�au (PUC, Chile) reported on the results of a large-sale survey for distant halo RR Lyrae stars,onduted with the QUEST telesope in Venezuela. They �nd evidene for a stellar stream in the diretion ofVirgo at a distane of �20 kp. The preliminary radial veloity dispersion is �17km/s, and the preliminarymetalliity spread is large, indiating that the purported progenitor was likely a dwarf galaxy and not aglobular luster. 34



Star FormationStar formation is an area of long tradition in Latin Ameria and this was reeted in a strong partiipation inthe topi during LARIM-2005. Invited reviews in this area were presented by Garay, Rodriguez, Larson,and Boulanger. Guido Garay presented the reent disovery of the pre-stellar massive ores, believed tobe the future sites of massive star formation. Luis F. Rodriguez disussed regions of on-going massive starformation and pointed that while aretion seems to be the preferred phenomenon by whih massive starsform (as is the ase in low-mass stars), the possibility of merging of intermediate stars to form massive onesshould also be investigated. Rihard Larson talked about the physial proesses beyond star formationfrom a theoretial point of view, emphasizing the problems in understanding the initial mass funtion andthe origin of binaries. Fran�oise Boulanger showed spetaular images and data from the Spitzer satellite,of galati and extragalati regions of star formation.At the level of oral presentations we ounted with several ontributors of whih we highlight the followingresults. Bronfmann and ollaborators disussed their new and sensitive CS survey of galati regions ofstar formation. This survey should be of great value for the workers. Barba and ollaborators presentedevidene of the presene of remarkable jets emanating from star-forming regions in the Large MagellaniCloud. This is the �rst solid report of stellar jets in extragalati objets. Doppmann and ollaboratorspresented a high spetral resolution study of young stars in several nearby moleular louds, �nding that theobjets studied exhibit a broad range of mass aretion ativity. Finally, there were 44 exellent posters onthe area of star formation. As in the oral ontributions, massive star formation seems to be a main onernof the researhers, with about half of them dealing with this problem.- - - - - -Proeedings to be published:M. Rubio, L. Infante & S. Torres-Peimbert (eds.), 2006,Pro. 11th Latin-Amerian Regional IAU Meeting (LARIM-2005),Puon, Chile, 12-16 Deember 2005,Revista Mexiana de Astronom��a y Astrof��sia - Serie de Conferenias, in preparation (due June 2006).
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Table 1: 2005 IAU MEETING STATISTICStotalIAU number of from grant number of frommeeting partiipants ountries awarded reipients ountries(CHF)S227 240 28 24 924.{ 40 18S228 195 24 23 389.{ 27 11S229 263 31 25 000.{ 30 20S230 126 19 21 517.{ 28 15S231 304 26 25 000.{ 44 14S232 135 20 17 905.{ 13 10C198 93 23 16 000.{ 30 13C199 110 15 15 776.{ 26 11C200 182 14 14 400.{ 15 6total 1648 183 911.{ 253 399th APRIM 269 24 24 860.{ 22 1211th LARIM 290 20 24 913.{ 43 11grand total 2207 233 684.{ 318 43
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Table 2: GRANT STATISTICS OF 2005 IAU MEETINGS (CHF)IAU S227 S228 S229 S230 S231 S232 C198 C199 C200 APRIM LARIM TOTALHost Italy Frane Brazil Ireland USA S.Afr. Suisse China Frane Indonesia ChileArgentina 187 1100 1000 1500 326 6 136326261261261392261261Australia 855 755 550 3 147187 800Austria 450 450Azerbaijan 2300 2 300Brasil 855 1002 1200 392311 1002 800 392 12 240247 3921002 3921002 392247 392392914914Bulgaria 1550 1 550Canada 855 1002 655 930 522 6 4542490Chile 855 750 2 460855China Nanjing 855 1002 230 1112 1200 1279 175 930 11 448855 175 930855 175 900175 600China Taipei 655 900 2 455900Czeh Rep. 1002 500 818 3 938800 818Egypt 1000 1 000Finland 350 350Frane 311 710 803 500 1279 1000 914 8 731230 500 800 914770Germany 855 1002 710 740 500 1279 350 655 1260 914 17 528855 772 500 450 1200 522855 772 500 300187 700 500 350350450India 855 710 1500 1918 877 800 9 644877 930877 300Indonesia 300 1 200300300300Iran 855 1020 2 062187Ireland 340 1 482340401401Israel 450 450Italy 855 902 230 772 800 400 655 11 191855 902 480 300 655187 902 500247 400247902Japan 855 1002 800 1279 655 1200 7 207855187187187 (ont'd)37



Table 2: (ont'd)IAU S227 S228 S229 S230 S231 S232 C198 C199 C200 APRIM LARIM TOTALHost Italy Frane Brazil Ireland USA S.Afr. Suisse China Frane Indonesia ChileJordan 187 187Mexio 311 655 914 5 184914914392392392300Moroo 800 800Netherlands 311 950 1279 700 4 540325325325325New Zealand 1260 1 920660Philippines 750 750Poland 710 900 800 3 770230 900230Portugal 311 710 280 1 301Russia 855 1002 710 1500 1000 1279 800 655 1200 28 815855 1002 2030 850 1000 1918 900 12001002 741 900 1000 23701002 8031500741Serbia & M. 600 600Slovakia 230 940710Slovenia 741 741South Korea 700 630 2 080750Spain 480 280 500 400 522 2 682500Sweden 1002 500 1279 4 281500500500Switzerland 770 1000 1 770UK 710 500 500 1279 450 655 914 12 571600 1279 250 655500 1279500500500500500500Ukraine 1002 2200 1081 9 0891002 180010021002Uruguay 1000 261 1 841580USA 855 1000 700 250 1279 600 655 1600 261 33 720855 741 250 300 655 800 914855 250 500 655 1600 914855 200 650 655 800 914855 250 550 655 800 914855 200 655 800 914311 250 655 800 522655 800 261655 800Venezuela 914 2 677Venezuela 849Venezuela 914TOTAL 24 924 23 389 25 000 21 517 25 000 17 905 16 000 15 776 14 400 24 860 24 913 233 68438


